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Department HigHligHts
The graduate students’ Welcome Back luncheon was held on Friday, august 31, 2007 in mather memorial. new 
graduate students were welcomed to the department in an informal gathering.

The anthropology fall “Welcome Back” party was held on september 5th in guilford parlor. 

The annual Kassen lecture took place on October 9th. Dr. Carol Worthman, samuel Candler Dobbs professor 
of anthropology and Director of the laboratory for Comparative Human Biology at emory University, presented 

“You Can’t always get What You Want: Cultural models, parenting 
practices and Child Development.” a reception followed her lecture.

an asian studies lecture was given by andrew Fischer, Fellow at the 
Development studies institute (Destin) of the london school of 
economics. The lecture was entitled “extreme Dependence and Unequal 
growth in tibet: The exceptionalities of China’s Western Development 
strategies in the tibet autonomous region.” The lecture was held on  
October 12th.

Clark spencer larsen, ph.D., Department of anthropology at Ohio state 
University, is presenting “skeletons in Our Closet: revealing Our past 
Through Bioarchaeology” on november 8th in Degrace Hall. The lecture is 
sponsored by the Case Chapter of sigma Xi, The scientific research society, 
evolutionary Biology program, Biology Department, and anthropology 
Department.

graDUate neWs
Professor McGrath organized three “professional Development panels.” 

These classes were open to all anthropology graduate students. The following sessions were held: 
 Human subjects protection: Understanding irB’s
 procedures for submitting a grant at Case
 How to Write a successful Wenner-gren grant application

Alex Bridges received an nsF dissertation improvement grant for his research entitled: “Cognition and religion: 
religiosity in tibetan Buddhist monasticism as a test Case” to be undertaken in ladakh.

Nadia El-Sharaawi presented a poster entitled: “Community academic partnerships for Health promotion: The 
mother Daughter Health Collaborative” at Case Western reserve University’s 2007 research showCase.
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graDUate neWs 
Prisca Fall is working as a research assistant on an niH 
funded study of doctor-patient communication with Dr. 
susan Flocke at the Department of Family medicine. 
The study looks at the Cleveland Clinic Foundation, 
the University Hospitals Health system, and the 
metrohealth system. 

Joseph Galanek received his mpH in may 2007. He was 
awarded the mpH student of the year and best policy 
for his Capstone research: “Qualitative Outcomes for 
a population of mentally ill Offenders in 
Cuyahoga County.” His Capstone research 
was the qualitative portion of a larger mixed 
methods outcomes evaluation conducted 
for the Cuyahoga County Community 
mental Health Board, and funded 
through the Ohio Department of mental 
Health. He is currently adjunct faculty at 
Case’s Department of epidemiology and 
Biostatistics, Division of public Health, and 
is teaching a course on program evaluation. 
For the 2007-2008 academic year he was 
hired as adjunct faculty at Cleveland state 
University’s Department of anthropology. 
He will be teaching a senior seminar on 
medical anthropology’s approaches to psychiatric 
disorders in prison. 

Meghan Halley attended the national science 
Foundation summer institute for research Design. 

Charlotte Haney is currently in Chihuahua, mexico 
doing research on the “impact of Violence 
against women on gender in Chihuahua 
City, mexico” supported by an eva pancoast 
memorial Fellowship. she presented a paper 
at the american anthropological association 
meeting last year entitled “Childhood sexual 
abuse and gender reproduction in the United 
states” which  will be  published in the winter 
2008 issue of the journal Voices.

Elizabeth Olson received the lenore Kola graduate 
student Community service award in recognition 
of contributions to the university by being actively 
engaged in a graduation organization. she also received a 
graduate Dean instructional excellence award.  

Jonathan Metcalfe presented a paper at the society for 
applied anthropology meetings entitled “When the 
sea gets its revenge: relief and recovery in southern sri 
lanka.” He spent the summer working on a World 

Health Organization initiative entitled 
“treat, train, and retain” in Zimbabwe 
where he conducted interviews, administered 
questionnaires, and facilitated focus groups. 
This study looks at barriers to HiV testing 
and treatment among health workers in six 
different african countries.

Amy Rezac traveled to Cairo, egypt with 
support from an eva pancoast memorial 
Fellowship. she met with faculty of the 
Forced migration and refugee studies 
program at the american University of Cairo. 
she also worked with a non governmental 
organization, tadamon, teaching beginning 

english to african refugees and egyptians. she began 
to study arabic at the international language institute. 
amy is a co-author on a paper called “a manual-
Based intervention to address Clinical Crises and 
retain patients in the treatment of adolescents With 
Depression study (taDs)” which appeared in the may 
issue of the Journal of the american academic of Child 

Image of the Cairo Tower and Nile by Amy Rezac
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and adolescent psychiatry.
Sarah Rubin was awarded the phi Beta Kappa research 
grant for pilot work on postpartum depression and 
“baby blues” in the amish in geauga County. she also 
attended the national science Foundation summer 
institute for research Design, a three week workshop in 
Beaufort, nC.

Sarah Rundall received funding from 
nsF and the Wenner-gren Foundation 
for anthropological research for her 
dissertation  entitled: “The experience of 
Disability in a Himalayan Community.”

Meg Winchester was appointed program 
director of the Center for social science 
research on aiDs (Cessra). she will  
travel to Uganda to participate in activities 
to organize the Center.

graDUate DisCOUrse
graduate Discourse is looking forward 
to another busy year. a team is forming 
for the upcoming ultimate frisbee intramural 
tournament, and the team looks like it will give the 
other students quite a challenge. graduate Discourse 
sponsored the first in a series of informal workshops 
for graduate students to gather and discuss works 
in progress. its goal is to provide a useful forum for 
students to receive feedback on their own work and 
learn about the work of fellow graduate students. 

The next issue of graduate Discourse, The Case Western 
reserve Journal of medical anthropology, is currently 
accepting paper submissions. personal research, work 
related material, and class papers are all acceptable, 
as well as research updates from advanced graduate 
students. The submission deadline is november 1, 
2007. graduate Discourse is also undergoing a shift in 
leadership with the new academic year, and elections are 
currently underway. look for new events and activities 
for graduate Discourse in the upcoming year!

UnDergraDUate neWs
Jeremy Safran spent the summer conducting research 
under Dr. marc Hauser and elisabetta Versace at the 
Harvard Cognitive evolution laboratory on an eight 
week internship. The topic of his research was “The 
processing of ‘artificial grammars’ in 
cotton top tamarins and humans.” He used Visual 
Operant Conditioning, the presentation of cards with 

a language of symbols on them, to try to 
get the tamarins to learn a generalized 
grammatical rule. The research also included 
an acoustic experiment, the presentation 
of sounds in a simple grammatical 
language. Cotton top tamarins were tested 
on their spontaneous ability to use a 
basic grammatical rule to predict gaps in 
white noise. no conditioning took place. 
The goal was to look for the presence of 
computational grammatical capacities 
in new World monkeys that predated, 
and may have served to facilitate, the 
development of language in human beings.

Image by Jeremy Safran
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UnDergraDUate neWs
Kyle Lovell and Sarah Robinson (neanderthal 
excavation site in isreal) also conducted summer 
research.

Anna Wieser attended a landscape archaeology and 
geoarchaeological borehole survey school in Corsica 
this summer run by the University of Washington in 
cooperation with the University of Winchester (UK) and 
the University of Corte (Corsica).

FaCUltY HigHligHts
Dr. Melvyn Goldstein
goldstein, m. 2007 a History of modern tibet: 
Volume 2 The Calm before the storm, 1951-1955, 
University of California press.

Dr. Charlotte Ikels
Charlotte ikels delivered an invited talk, “Why Do 
Western Countries Criticize Organ transplantation 
in China?” The event was held at the plenary session 
of the medical ethics Branch of the Chinese medical 
association’s Biennial meeting in Urumqi (Xinjiang) on 
July 19, 2007.

as part of the modern asia series Charlotte ikels 
delivered an invited talk on “Bioethics in China today: 
The View from the top” at the Harvard University asia 
Center on april 10, 2007.

Dr. Janet mcgrath
Janet mcgrath received a five-year grant from the niH’s 
global partnerships for social science research on 
aiDs. Funds from the grant will establish a new center 
at CWrU and makerere University in Kampala, Uganda 

called the Center for social science research on aiDs 
(Cessra). Cessra is a collaborative effort between 
the Departments of anthropology, epidemiology 
and Biostatistics, and Bioethics at CWrU, makerere 
University, the Joint Clinical research Centre (JCrC) 
in Kampala, and mbarara University of science and 
technology in mbarara. 

Dr. Jill Korbin
The george gund Foundation has awarded a $120,000 
grant to the schubert Center for Child studies at Case 
Western reserve University to sustain its Child policy 
initiative (Cpi) through 2009. Under the leadership of 
schubert Center Director Jill Korbin and Cpi Director 
molly irwin, the Child policy initiative has mobilized 
faculty participation in policy-related activities and 
created opportunities for increased contact between 
researchers and the policy community.

alUmni UpDates
Dr. James Larry Ross died unexpectedly at the age of 58 
on July 29, 2007. professor ross earned his doctorate 
from Case Western reserve University in anthropology, 
had been a researcher, community outreach director, 
principal investigator, and assistant professor.  He is 
survived by his wife Cheryl of Houlton, maine, and son 
Benjamin James, a college student in Florida.


